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5 Year Guarantee
Imperial Office Furniture is committed to providing
exceptional service, manufacturing quality products
with a comprehensive 5 year guarantee.
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Receptiv offers a full compliment of reception

integrated pedestals. Low-level glass shelves on

Space is money as property and letting has risen

A cable management facility is incorporated into

furniture, consisting of modular base and top

steel supports offer a more open and inviting

to new heights in recent times; and so has the

desktops and panel legs with the use of cable

units, supplied in various sizes and finishes with

approach to the desk. Specific modules allowing

demand for more compact receptions.

ports. Cable trays are also available as an

accessories such as paper storage,

for wheelchair access, accommodating the

With technology having advanced and most

additional option. All these options will introduce

CD racks and key lockers as well as

DDA requirements are also available.

offices already using space saving flat screen

flair, variety, flexibility and not to mention

monitors, there is no real need for very deep

practicality to any office environment.
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desking space and therefore Receptiv is the
solution - with 600mm deep units to
accommodate today’s needs without losing any of
Receptiv’s appeal.
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semiflow
Receptiv in a semicircular layout for a dramatic impact in Santiago
Cherry wood finish, bringing a contemporary warm feel to any reception
environment. Contemporary glass shelf shapes that can be aligned to
create a continuous flow with brushed stainless steel shelf supports
complement its overall appeal and flair.
A durable kick plate with a brushed stainless steel finish not only protects
the unit but also enhances its overall aesthetics.
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traditional
The main image: Traditional in style with the walnut finish and silver kick
plate, displaying a classical luxurious glass shelf, as well as a radius
base unit that allows wheel chair access. A mobile storage unit is neatly
tucked under the base unit. Waved top units enhance the overall
aesthetics. The inset shot shows a simple segment base unit with the
new desk height pedestals and top units making it a unique compact
reception alternative.
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freeflow
The Receptiv range is designed to create that all important
first impression. Manufactured in-house, this style consists of
a modular base and counter units in five standard imperial
board finishes.
Distinctive ash and silver mirror colour options enhance the
overall aesthetic appeal of the office. Concave or convex base
and counter units give Receptiv total flexibility, with almost
endless configurations.
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multiflow
Multiflow is another creative configuration, using apple and
contrasting silver shelving. Recessed radius counter tops allow
desk space to be used to its maximum. The addition of paper
storage trays, CD racks and a shelving unit allow the user to
maintain an effective and professional working environment.
The use of kick plates not only protects the unit from damage but
also complements its aesthetic appeal.
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uniflow
Uniflow offers a more traditional look. Configured using 800mm wide
radius as well as 800mm and 1200mm wide rectangular units, this
style offers additional extras such as paper storage trays and is
complemented by a contrasting cherry and silver finish.
Stylish counter shelving can also be incorporated to produce the
ultimate effect.
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contemporary
Crisp, fresh and modern is its first impression. Ideal for hair salons,
beauticians, opticians, dental surgeries and travel agents. The new 600mm
deep base units give us the opportunity to provide far more compact and space
saving reception layouts and by using the shallow top unit as a shelf, this
configuration offers good sight lines as well as hiding unsightly items.
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compact

segflow

This unique layout is designed as a freestanding unit, suitable for

Perfect to fit into the corner of a reception room. This configuration displays style

office reception or information centre use. The hatch and door allow

as well as an extremely user-friendly working space and includes our new desk

ease of access in or out of the reception and kick plates are used

height pedestal that has taken on the appearance of the Receptiv front.

to prevent damage as well as enhancing the overall appearance.
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Eliptical Reception Table
incorporating Curtain Base

Eliptical Reception Table
incorporating Tapered Legs
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These floor plans relate to the specific images
shown in this brochure and provide you with
overall dimensions to assist you in your space
planning. However please be aware that there are
endless other options available and therefore we
offer an efficient CAD service to achieve the best
results for you.
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A range of reception tables to complement
the Receptiv range is available in two
styles - either tapered legs or a unique
curtain base, both with standard imperial
board finishes.
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Kidney Reception Table
incorporating Tapered Legs

Square Reception Table
incorporating Curtain Base
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Square Reception Table
incorporating Tapered Legs

Triangular Reception Table
incorporating Curtain Base

Circular Reception Table
incorporating Curtain Base

Circular Reception Table
incorporating Tapered Legs

Triangular Reception Table
incorporating Tapered Legs
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